Services
Reactive Dog Training
A Program for under confident or fearful
dogs who may react inappropriately in a
variety of circumstances. We’ll identify
your dog’s issues and triggers, teach you
how to positively manage your dog’s
behavior, and provide training to improve the behavior. We’ll begin with
private sessions and move to include
other dogs, people and classes as appropriate.

Consultation Appointment
One hour consultation appointments are
designed for those who want to solve
specific behavior or training issues. Daytime and evening appointment available
at our facility. Phone follow-up at no
charge.

Private Foundations

About Us
Dog Talk incorporates the latest in training and behavior management techniques
to help you mold a confident, willing,
obedient canine partner. Whether you
need behavior solutions, want a polite
family companion or intend to participate
in therapy work or canine performance
sports, our training classes will help you
get the results you want.

Tailored to fit your training and scheduling needs while ensuring your dog learns
foundation skills like good walking, recall, polite greetings and more. Daytime
and evening appointments available at
our facility

Dog Talk staff routinely hone their skills
by attending other conferences and seminars on training, and canine psychology,
learning theory and behavior modification
each year so that clients benefit from the
latest knowledge.

Call 614-792-6331

We are conveniently located in Northwest

Or e-mail
Michele@dogtalktraining.com

Columbus just off of I 270 at Sawmill Rd.
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Class Descriptions

Puppy Headstart Class

Class Schedules
Puppy Class
Wednesday evenings at 7:00 pm.
Rolling enrollment allows you to
start any week you like and continue
for 6 weeks. Puppy Class enrollement includes one grace miss

Early socialization is the single most important thing you can do for your puppy to prevent behavior
problems later. Our Puppy Headstart Class provides a well-rounded experience for your pup and lots
of information and help for you. For Puppies 8 to 16 weeks on first night of class.
Weekly on Wednesday evenings.
* Start any week you like * Supervised puppy play in size and age appropriate groups
*

Basic manners training *

Problem prevention and solution * Experienced instructors

Discounted pricing for Puppy and Foundations Class Package!
Foundations Class
A 7 week class with flexible start
dates. Small group class allows for
Individualized attention.
Classes offered:
Mondays, Tuesdays, Thursdays and
Sometimes Saturdays
Therapy Dog and Advanced
classes are also available.

Foundations Class
The basis of a great relationship is good communication between dog and human. Start at the beginning with Attention, Sit, Down, Stay, Walking, Recall, Polite Greetings and progress to foundation
skills for more advanced
dog activitiesClasses
like agility, therapy work, rally and more .
Intermediate
and Advanced
upper level classes
continue *
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New exercises include “Place”, tricks, intro to agility, intro to off-leash walking, fast down, and emergency recall. Five
weekly sessions last one hour each. This is a working class, designed to progress dogs at their own pace and can ber
*repeated
Flexible
start dates * Behavior solutions * Positive reinforcement.
as often as handlers like.

Visit www.dogtalktraining.com to register
Or call 614-792-6331 with questions

